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New Zealand's
Most Trusted and
Awarded Builder
We are a Master Builder and

offer the benefit of a 10-year

warranty, for total peace of

mind. This is designed to give

our clients the best protection

over their newly built asset.



LOOKS LIKE YOU HAVE TAKEN
THE FIRST STEPS TO BUILDING
YOUR NEW HOME...

Congratulations .

At 3C Homes, we know that

the process of building a

new home can be a little

daunting – but it doesn’t

need to be. We are here with

you every step of the way to

make sure the process is as

exciting and stress-free as

possible, and you end up

with a home you are proud

of.

We’ve been building homes

in Auckland for nearly a

decade. We inspire our

customers with design ideas

to build smarter and

sustainable homes. When

you build with 3C Homes,

our team of experienced

experts will take care of all

the tricky bits of the build,

keep you informed when it

counts and leave you to

enjoy the adventure.

We are
with you
every step
of the way



At 3C Homes, we pride ourselves on

being able to find that perfect

balance of quality, cost and time to

suit your project. We will help you

define your vision and design an

energy-efficient sustainable home to

suit your family needs. 

A practical and functional home will

channel the space effectively. We use

modern construction techniques to

build smarter homes carefully. 

At 3C Homes, we do all the heavy

lifting when it comes to finding the

best architects, the best builders and

the best prices on the highest quality

material.

Over the years, we’ve become

experts on delivering the highest

quality homes at the most effective

costs for our customers.

Let us worry about sourcing the best

materials for your build, all you will

need to worry about is popping into

our showroom and pick the colour

for your new kitchen backsplash or

the colours we will paint the rooms

once we finish the build.



CHOOSING THE SITE FOR
YOUR FUTURE HOME

Slope 

What's the site like itself? Is it relatively

flat with little work needed on the

foundations? Or is there a slope that

offers a split-level home design. When

looking at your potential site, think

about what you want out of your new

home and how that site can help fulfil

that wish list.

 

Size 

If your site is subdivided, then there may

be limitations of the site as to the size of

your dream home. As much as you might

like to have a four-story 500 square meter

home, it's probably not realistic in terms

of site planning and council regulations

on boundaries etc. Have a chat to your

architect to design a home that fits the

site. 

Existing Elements

Is there a gorgeous pohutukawa tree you

want to keep for future generations to

enjoy? Sometimes there's something

about a site you want to keep and protect

throughout the build, and that's okay.

We're happy to accommodate what we

can in terms of keeping the original

character of a site while we build your

new home.

Location 

The value of the land should be

considered as a guide to the value of the

building you are looking to build. The

land will become part of your asset, so

you want to look after it and maintain its

value. Location is one of the first things

you should be considering when

searching for your site to build your new

home.

Neighbourhood

Take note of the neighbourhood you are

looking to build. Do you like the cafés,

schools and local parks? What's the local

supermarket like? Do the local shops

have what you need? It's important that

you're happy with the area  you are

looking to build in before you commit to

the area. 

Climate

Think about how the site will adapt to

the climate over the year - is it likely to be

cold in the winter and damp in the

spring? Will it catch the sunrise in the

morning or a sunset in the evening that

you might want to highlight in your

design? The climate should be carefully

considered at the design stage of your

home. 



 Finer Details
Your home will be well under way by now,

and we are at the stage where you will

need to make decisions on the finer details.

The colour of the walls, the tapware in the

bathrooms, the carpet for the living room

and your kitchen ideas. You’ll be invited

into our showroom for a chat with your

project manager to sort out these finer

details.

First Site Meeting

We will have our first site meeting

and start to develop a design brief

that incorporates everything you're

looking for in a home. You will be

assigned an architect who will assess

the site constraints and discuss the

build budget. This will help us to

understand your site and any

considerations needed to turn your

project into reality.

Paperwork
We will get started on the paperwork

side of your build that needs to be in

order before we begin construction.

Please be advised this can take a few

weeks to get sorted. We will keep you

up to date and informed on the

progress.

Contract

If you are happy with the building timeline and cost, then its

time to make it official. In the contract, we will outline a

detailed action plan, an agreed price and a start date for

construction. Your home is under way.

Break Ground
The day is finally here! We begin

the build. It's an exciting day for

us all. You're more than welcome

to come along to the site if your

project manager is with you (due

to health and safety concerns).

Your home is now an active

building site.  

Have a chat

We will get to know you and your

project, and ask a few formalities. You

will also get to know us and how we

work.

Concept Design

At this stage, we start ironing out the finer

details of the project so we can provide you

with a detailed concept design and estimates

for the build as per the information we have

at the time.

 Key Handover
The day is finally here! You’ll get the

keys to your brand new home! This

is our favourite day of the entire

build.  

Congratulations on your 

New Home

Our Process 



obtaining a resource consent from your local council 

preparing a survey plan   

the sealing of your plan by your local council        

lodging the subdivision plan with Land Information New

Zealand     

the approval of the plan by LINZ        

lodging the new titles with the Land Titles Office at LINZ

How does Subdivision work?

At 3C Homes, our Subdivision Specialists can assist you the

whole land subdivision process. There’s a bunch of legal work

that goes on behind the scenes of a subdivision including:

It’s a bit of a process but remember we will be there every step

of the way, informing you on the progress and helping find a

sustainable solution to any problems that pop up. And trust us

– there’s always some kind of difficulty that surprises us along

the way
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Subdivision creates separate and saleable certificates of title for the owners of

the land. It can be a long and expensive process but the results are usually

worth the process. When people think of subdividing their property, they are

often met with a lengthy number of process and coordination between Site

Surveyors, Engineers, Auckland Council, Builders, and Inspectors. Though that

all sounds difficult, we can help take that complexity out of the subdivision

process for you.

Can I get subdivision for my property?

Ah yes, the million-dollar question. Can I subdivide my section? Thanks to the

Auckland Unitary Plan, many properties that were previously un-subdivide-

able have been given the tick to subdivide to help tackle the housing shortage.

The Auckland Unitary Plan focuses on increasing housing density in a bid to

solve Auckland’s housing shortage, and means in many areas you can now

build seven or even eight terrace houses where you could previously build only

two or three. And to help you understand the prospects of your property, we

offer a free site evaluation that details your options for building, subdivision or

other development.



WHY 3C Homes

Our Fixed Price Contracts 

We only make fixed-price contracts. This gives you peace of mind that your

project won’t go over your budget. There are no hidden costs. Our quotes cover

everything from start to finish. We do not provide an unrealistic, low quote and

then are unable to complete your project. 

We Communicate Openly, Honestly and Often

We Communicate Openly, Honestly and Often. We have found over the years

that honesty is the best policy when it comes to communicating with our clients.

We respect your time and money. We know that being open with you before and

during your construction project helps both parties to get to the final finished

product smoothly.

Our Knowledge, Expertise and Team

Construction is a vast interfaced industry. We are ever learning, keeping up with

the introduction of new materials, systems and ideas. Our knowledge and

experience enable us to best balance cost, quality and timely delivery. Our

people are our biggest assets. We strive to hire and retain the best people in the

industry. Our philosophy is to encourage personal growth and education from

within, which has provided us with an extremely experienced, knowledgeable

and dedicated team. Our clients benefit tremendously because of our highly

qualified and competent team.

Exceptional Service

From concept through to construction, you can be assured of personal attention

on your project. We will initiate and guide you in every minute action and

selection you need to confirm, in order to compliment your project.

On-Time, On Budget

Our promise is that, we will complete your project on time and on budget. With

our systems, processes and particularly the Project Management Software (Co-

construct), you can see this happening in front of your eyes.

Our Flexibility

We are very flexible. We allow you to do variations to the contract. After all, it is

your dream that we are building. We want you to be satisfied that we have given

you a fair chance to change anything you desire during the construction phase,

which you will not be able to do otherwise.

Our Customers

We are extremely proud to have delivered awesome client experience to our

clients, which is reflected in their testimonials. We are only as good as our last

job. Most of our work comes from word of mouth. We are always learning from

you.


